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Sixty years of research on ship rudders: Effects of design choices on rudder
performance

Jialun Liu∗, Robert Hekkenberg

Delft University of Technology, Mekelweg 2, 2628 CD, Delft, The Netherlands

Abstract

Rudders are primary steering devices for merchant ships. The main purpose of using rudders is to generate forces

for course-keeping and manoeuvring. In exceptional cases, rudders are also used for emergency stopping and roll

stabilisation. Furthermore, rudders affect propeller thrust efficiency and total ship resistance. Therefore, rudders

are important to navigation safety and transport efficiency. The performance of rudders depends on the rudder hy-

drodynamic characteristics, which are affected by the design choices. Scholarly articles concerning the design of

rudders date back more than 60 years. Moreover, a lot of knowledge fragments of rudders exist in literature where

ship manoeuvrability and fuel consumption are discussed. It is worthwhile to gather this information not only for

researchers to advance the state-of-the-art development but also for designers to make proper choices. To have a con-

temporary vision of the rudders, this paper presents a consolidated review of design impacts on rudder performance in

ship manoeuvrability, fuel consumption, and cavitation. The discussed design choices are rudder working conditions

(Reynolds numbers and angles of attack), profiles (sectional shapes), properties (area, thickness, span, chord, and rud-

der aspect ratios), types (the position of the stock and the structural rudder-hull connection), and interactions (among

the hull, the propeller, and the rudder). Further research is suggested on high-lift rudder profiles, multiple-rudder

configurations and interactions among the hull, the propeller, and the rudder. Recommendations for industry practices

in the selection of the rudder design choices are also given.

Keywords: rudder profiles, rudder properties, rudder types, hull-propeller-rudder interactions, rudder performance,

ship manoeuvrability
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PRS Propeller-rudder systems

Re Reynolds number

Greek Symbols

α Angle of attack (rad)

α0 Incidence for zero lift (rad)

αR Effective rudder angle (rad)

αstall Stall angle (rad)

β Ship drift angle (rad)

βR Drift angle at the position of the rudder (rad)

δ Rudder angle relative to the ship centreline (rad)

γR Flow straightening factor (−)

λ Scale factor (−)

ΛE Rudder effective aspect ratio, ΛE = kΛΛG (−)

ΛG Rudder geometric aspect ratio, ΛG = BR/CR (−)

µ Water dynamic viscosity (N s m−2)

ρ Water density (kg m−3)

Roman Symbols

aH Rudder force increase factor (−)

Am Ship midship section area (m2)

AR Rudder area (m2)

B Ship beam (m)

BR Rudder span (m)

CB Ship block coefficient (−)
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CD Drag coefficient (−)

CL Lift coefficient (−)

CN Normal force coefficient (−)

CR Rudder chord length (m)

CT Tangential force coefficient (−)

CLα Lift curve slope, CLα = dCL/dα (−)

CLmax Maximum lift coefficient (−)

CYRα Gradient of the rudder side force coefficient (−)

CYR Rudder side force coefficient (−)

DP Propeller diameter (m)

DR Rudder drag force in the direction of the inflow (N)

JP Propeller advance ratio (−)

kΛ Ratio of the effective aspect ratio to the geometric aspect ratio, kΛ = ΛE/ΛG (−)

LR Rudder lift force perpendicular to the inflow direction (N)

Lpp Ship length between perpendiculars (m)

nP Propeller revolution (s−1)

NR Rudder normal force perpendicular to the rudder chord line (N)

RR Resultant rudder force, RR =

√
(N2

R + T 2
R) =

√
(L2

R + D2
R) (N)

T Ship draught (m)

TR Rudder tangential force in the direction of the rudder chord line (N)

VR Rudder inflow speed (m s−1)

xPR Longitudinal propeller-rudder separation (m)

YR Rudder induced side manoeuvring force (newton)
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yPR Lateral propeller-rudder separation (m)

zPR Vertical propeller-rudder separation (m)

Subscripts

E Effective

F Full-scale

G Geometry

M Model-scale

1. Introduction

Rudders are primarily applied on conventional ships for course keeping and manoeuvring. They are also used

alone or with fins for roll stabilisation (Van Amerongen et al., 1990; Van Amerongen, 1991; Sharif et al., 1995, 1996;

Perez, 2005; Surendran and Kiran, 2006, 2007; Lee et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2014). In over 60 years of research on ship

rudders, only a limited number of fundamental studies have been published (Whicker and Fehlner, 1958; Thieme,

1962; Brix, 1993; Molland and Turnock, 2007). These studies provided valuable insights into the relationship of

rudder design and rudder performance. However, it should be noted that previous studies of rudders in the open

literature were mainly carried out for single NACA rudder cases, excluding the propeller and hull influences. To the

best of authors’ knowledge, impacts of the rudder design on ship manoeuvrability and fuel consumption have not been

given great attention by the researchers in the past.

Initially, research on rudders is based on physical experiments in wind tunnels, towing tanks, or cavitation tunnels.

However, these experiments have certain drawbacks, such as time and money consuming, limited model sizes, con-

strained Reynolds numbers, and influences of test equipment. With the rapid development of Computational Fluids

Dynamics (CFD) methods, numerical analysis becomes possible. Even though CFD methods have numerical uncer-

tainties, lack of validation data, and may also cost a lot of time and money, they still provide new opportunities for

research on the rudder design. With the evolution of experiment techniques, the rudder design has been changing

slowly. Therefore, the objective of this study is to gather information for researchers as well as designers to perform

further developments and make proper choices.

This paper presents literature on the rudder design choices in five aspects: working conditions (Reynolds numbers

and angles of attack), profiles (sectional shapes), properties (area, thickness, span, chord, and rudder aspect ratios),

rudder types (the position of the stock and the structural rudder-hull connection), and interactions (among the hull, the
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propeller, and the rudder). These design choices determine the amount and the direction of the rudder forces, resulting

in different rudder performance. To avoid ambiguity, the rudder forces discussed in this paper, i.e. lift (LR), drag (DR),

normal force (NR), tangential force (TR), and resultant force (RR) are illustrated in Figure 1.

Inflow

Rudder chord line

Angle of attack

Lift

Drag

Normal force

Tangential force 

Resultant force

Centre of pressure

Stock

TR

DR

RR

NR

LR

VR

↵

Figure 1: Rudder induced forces. Adapted from Molland and Turnock (2007, p. 73)

Lift is mainly generated by the pressure difference between the two surfaces. It is the component of the resultant

force that acts perpendicular to the inflow direction. Lift nearly increases as a linear function of the angle of attack at

the rate of CLα = dCL/dα (so-called lift curve slope) before the stall angle. The stall angle (αstall) is the critical angle

of attack at which maximum lift occurs. Normally, stall angles of rudders in open water are in the range of 15◦ to

20◦ and the practical stall angles in the propeller slipstream are in the range of 30◦ to 40◦. In astern conditions, CLα

reduces to 75 % to 85 % of the ahead condition, αstall decreases by 5◦ to 10◦, and CLmax is about 45 % to 75 % of the

ahead case (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 99).

Drag is the rudder force component along the incidence flow direction, which consists of skin friction drag and

form drag. Drag roughly increases parabolically with the angle of attack. The friction drag is caused by the frictional

shear stress and determined by the size of the wetted surface. The form drag, also known as viscous pressure drag or

pressure drag, primarily depends on the shape of the rudder. The friction drag is almost the same for rudders with the

same wetted area while the form drag is relatively small. Thus, a streamlined profile may have smaller total drag than

a blunt profile. At a Re of 2.4 × 105, Reichel (2009) concluded that under small rudder angles (up to 5◦) almost all

the tested six types of rudders with the same lateral area but different profiles and constructions have the same drag

coefficients.

Routinely, non-dimensional coefficients are used to compare the rudder hydrodynamic performance with various

design choices. Two main hydrodynamic characteristics are the lift coefficient (CL) and the drag coefficient (CD) based
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on which the stall angle (αstall), the maximum lift coefficient (CLmax), the normal force coefficient (CN), the tangential

force coefficient (CT ), and the lift to drag ratio (CL/CD) are identified. These parameters are non-dimensionalised and

calculated as follows:

CL = LR/(0.5ρV2
RAR)

CD = DR/(0.5ρV2
RAR)

CN = CL cosα + CD sinα

CT = CD cosα −CL sinα,

(1)

where ρ is water density, α is the angle of attack, VR is the rudder inflow speed, AR is the rudder area. Whicker and

Fehlner (1958), Abbott and Von Doenhoff (1959), Thieme (1965), and Molland and Turnock (2007) provide further

information about these coefficients.

In this paper, the rudder performance is evaluated in ship manoeuvrability, fuel consumption, and rudder cavi-

tation. Additionally, the rudder effectiveness depends on the amount of the rudder induced side force (YR) for ma-

noeuvring while the rudder efficiency relates to the lift to drag ratio. Rudders should first be effective for navigation

safety and then be efficient for fuel consumption. More specifically, the rudder should be designed in such a way that

sufficient manoeuvring force can be generated with minimal induced resistance. Furthermore, the design should also

consider the rudder cavitation to reduce cost and time of maintenance.

This paper focuses on impacts of rudder design choices on rudder performance. State-of-the-art methods of ex-

perimental and numerical studies are presented. Challenges of achieving highly effective and efficient rudder design

at the same time are found. Lack of knowledge in complex rudder configurations, such as high-lift rudder profiles

and multiple-rudder interactions, is identified. Considering both navigation safety and fuel consumption, further re-

search is suggested in the improvement of rudder effectiveness and efficiency. In Section. 2, literature that describes

typical rudder working conditions of Reynolds numbers and angles of attack are presented. Influences of rudder

types, profiles, and properties on rudder hydrodynamic characteristics are discussed in Section. 3, Section. 4, and Sec-

tion. 5, respectively. Furthermore, Section. 6 introduces the interactions among the hull, the propeller, and the rudder.

Section. 7 summaries evaluation of rudder performance in ship manoeuvrability, fuel consumption, and cavitation.

Finally, Section. 8 draws conclusions.

2. Rudder working conditions

Rudder hydrodynamic characteristics indicate the rudder performance under specified conditions. The working

conditions determine the actual amount and direction of forces induced by the rudder. This section presents the main

operational conditions, i.e. Reynolds numbers (Re) and angles of attack (α).
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2.1. Reynolds numbers

The Reynolds number (Re) is the ratio of momentum force to viscous force, expressing the relative importance of

these two types of forces. Rudders may have different hydrodynamic characteristics at low Re (laminar flow) and high

Re (turbulent flow). Based on the rudder chord length (CR), full-scale Re of ship rudders range from about 5 × 105

for a small yacht up to about 1 × 108 for a large fast ship (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 34). For complete dynamic

similarity of the flow conditions, Re has to be the same for both model-scale and full-scale in experimental and

numerical tests. However, Re as high as 1 × 108 is commonly not achievable in contemporary physical test facilities.

For model tests, the rudder is scaled as the same as the ship. The relationship of model-scale and full-scale Re is

as follows:

ReF =
ρVRF CRF

µ
=
ρ(λ0.5VRM )(λCRM )

µ
= λ1.5ReM , (2)

where CR is the rudder chord length, λ is the scale factor, and µ is the dynamic viscosity of water, subscripts F and M

indicate full-scale and model-scale. In practice, ReM is one order smaller than ReF . The difference of Re violates the

similarity of the rudder force in model-scale and full-scale manoeuvring motions. Accordingly, Ueno et al. (2014) and

Ueno and Tsukada (2015) proposed corrections of rudder effectiveness and speed corrections for scaling model-scale

results to realise the full-scale manoeuvring behaviours.

In general, an increase in Re leads to an increase in the lift coefficient and a decrease in the drag coefficient

(Liu and Hekkenberg, 2016). Furthermore, the drag coefficient is more sensitive to the change of Re than the lift

coefficient (Liu and Hekkenberg, 2016). Whicker and Fehlner (1958) indicated that Re influences are significant in

the range of 1 × 106 to 3 × 106 and above 3 × 106 the impacts diminish. Ladson (1988) noted little variations of the

coefficients above 6 × 106, which is also observed by Liu and Hekkenberg (2016) through series of CFD simulations

of a NACA 0012 profile at Re in range of 4 × 106 to 1 × 107. Detailed information about impacts of Reynolds numbers

on the rudder hydrodynamics was given by Loftin and Smith (1949).

To obtain insights into the rudder performance at high Re from actual low Re physical experiments, roughness

strips are commonly attached near the model leading edge to generate turbulent flow instead of laminar flow. In

practice, rudders nearly always work in fully turbulent flow due to the propeller rotation. CFD methods can study

the full-scale open-water rudder hydrodynamics at high Re. Fach and Bertram (2007) reported the progress of CFD

applications in simulations of rudder flows. However, the required simulation time and computation resource increase

dramatically with the model size. To have a balance of computational cost and accurate results, it is favourable to test

a model as large as possible at a sufficiently large Re above which lift and drag coefficients are slightly affected, for

instance at Re of 6 × 106.
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2.2. Angle of attack

The angle of attack (α) or the effective rudder angle (αR) significantly affects the amount and direction of rudder

forces. αR is closely related to the rudder angle (δ) and the ship drift angle (β), which is commonly expressed as

αR = δ − β (Yasukawa and Yoshimura, 2014). Greitsch (2008); Greitsch et al. (2009) applied operation profiles

including the frequency distributions of rudder angles and ship speeds in rudder shape optimisation, cavitation risk

analysis, and ship design. In addition, ships commonly sail with small rudder angles for course keeping. Brix (1993)

indicated that the rotation caused by the propeller may induce an incidence of 10◦ to 15◦ to the rudder and a 10%

increase in the rudder resistance. Therefore, it is beneficial to have the maximum lift to drag ratio and the minimal

drag coefficient within this range to reduce the fuel consumption.

Records of rudder angles were taken on a 110 m long inland vessel by students supervised by the authors. Figure 2

presents histograms of applied rudder angles during the one journey from Antwerp, Belgium, to Vlaardingen, the

Netherlands and the other journey from Vlaardingen, the Netherlands, to Hamm, Germany. It shows that the most

frequently used rudder angles are in the range of −15◦ to 15◦. This finding is quite similar to the frequency distribution

published by Greitsch (2008) and Greitsch et al. (2009), which are rudder angles used by a ferry in the North Sea. It is

worthwhile to mention that, in Figure 2, large rudder angles are also applied at relatively slow speed. These operations

are typical for inland vessels but rarely seen on seagoing ships which have a customary maximum rudder angle of

35◦. However, few studies have been made on the rudder performance at large angles of attack.
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Figure 2: Frequency distributions of rudder angles for an inland vessel

2.3. Recommendations for further research considering the working conditions

As reviewed in the previous sections, the rudder performance depends on its working conditions, including, but

not limited to, the Reynolds number and the angle of attack. Thus, ship operation profiles should be considered in
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the process of the rudder design. A high Reynolds number can be achieved in tests by either enlarging the model size

or increasing the inflow speed. Presently, model tests at high Reynolds number or full-scale ship tests may not be

practical for primary studies due to the capacity of the test facilities or high expense. Another possible approach is

the high-Reynolds-number CFD study. Considering the cost of high Reynolds number simulations with either model

tests or CFD simulations, it is recommended to carry out tests at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, for instance, a

Reynolds number of 6 × 106, above which the rudder hydrodynamic characteristics may not be significantly affected

by the change of the Reynolds number.

The main range of the applied rudder angles is −35◦ to 35◦, which should be the main region of interest in

the rudder hydrodynamics. Histograms of applied rudder angles and ship speeds like Figure 2 and results given by

Greitsch (2008); Greitsch et al. (2009) are valuable for further studies on ship manoeuvring performance and fuel

consumption. More operational data of different ships with various rudder configurations in inland waterways or open

sea are needed. Furthermore, research works on the rudder performance for very slow moving ships, i.e. at Reynolds

numbers lower than usual, with uncustomary large rudder angles are suggested, especially for inland vessels. In

summary, further investigation and experimentation into the rudder hydrodynamic characteristics at various Reynolds

number with practical operational profiles are recommended.

3. Rudder profiles

Rudder profiles are rudder sectional shapes. The profile is described by the rudder camber, the position of the

maximum camber, the rudder thickness, the position of the maximum thickness, and the nose radius. Figure 3 il-

lustrates the terminology to be used later in this paper. Various distributions of the camber and the thickness form

different rudder series or families. Most of the existing rudder profiles are originally designed for aerofoils like the

NACA series.

There are also profiles designed specially for ship rudders such as the IFS and HSVA series (Thieme, 1965).

Other profiles including flat-plate, wedge-tail, fishtail, and flapped rudders are also discussed in this section. Figure 4

illustrates the typical rudder profiles which are discussed respectively in the following sections. Accordingly, different

rudder profiles have different hydrodynamic characteristics leading to a different performance in ship manoeuvrability,

fuel consumption, and rudder cavitation, which will be further discussed in Section. 7.

3.1. Flat plate

Flat-plate profiles are normally rectangles in two dimensions (square head in Figure 4). They are the simplest

flow-deflecting devices to design, the easiest profiles to produce, and the cheapest rudders to buy. To reduce the

form drag, flat-plate profiles may have semi-circle or triangular leading and trailing edges with faired tips (round
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Figure 3: Rudder profile terminology. Adapted from Cleynen (2011)
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Figure 4: Typical rudder profiles, including flat-plate, NACA, HSVA, IFS, wedge-tail, fishtail, and flapped
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head in Figure 4). Thieme (1965) indicated that the flat-plate profiles may achieve high efficiency in straight-ahead

condition. Liu and Hekkenberg (2015) showed that this high efficiency only appears at small angles of attack, i.e. up

to approximately 5◦. After this, the lift coefficient stalls and the lift-to-drag ratio collapses. Additionally, flat-plate

rudders stall at a smaller angle than other profiles due to earlier and stronger flow separation (Liu and Hekkenberg,

2015). At present, flat-plate rudders are frequently seen on small boats and antique inland vessels but not common for

modern seagoing ships.

3.2. NACA

NACA profiles are the most widely applied rudder profiles (Kim et al., 2012) (Figure 4). They are also applied to

other foil shaped structures such as, propellers Takekoshi et al. (2005), propeller ducts (Koç et al., 2011; Yılmaz et al.,

2013), marine current turbines (Molland et al., 2004; Batten et al., 2006, 2008; Goundar et al., 2012), fins (Surendran

and Kiran, 2006, 2007; Ram et al., 2015), and wind turbines (Bertagnolio et al., 2001; Timmer, 2010). Furthermore,

the NACA series is the most thoroughly investigated aerofoil. Therefore, it is commonly taken as a benchmark case

for both aerodynamic and hydrodynamic studies. The geometry of the NACA series was described by Ladson et al.

(1996). Wind tunnel test results for aerofoils at small Mach numbers, which means the air is almost incompressible

like water, are applicable for ship rudders (Loftin and Smith, 1949; Abbott and Von Doenhoff, 1959; Gregory and

O’Reilly, 1970; Mccroskey, 1987; Ladson, 1988). Especially, characteristics of aerofoils with low aspect ratios (Fink

and Lastinger, 1961; Pelletier and Mueller, 2000; Sathaye, 2004; Torres and Mueller, 2004) are quite close to those

of common ship rudders. For ship rudders, Whicker and Fehlner (1958); Thieme (1965) carried out tests of the

NACA profiles. In general, NACA profiles can generate sufficient manoeuvring force with a high efficiency (Liu and

Hekkenberg, 2015). Liu et al. (2015, 2016) presented the manoeuvring performance of a KVLCC2 tanker with NACA

rudders of various thickness.

3.3. HSVA

HSVA profiles were developed for ship rudders by Hamburg Ship Model Basin (Hamburgische Schiffbau Versuch-

sanstalt GmbH (HSVA), Hamburg, Germany), as shown in Figure 4. Considering the rudder working conditions, the

HSVA series is designed to have a good pressure distribution reducing the onset cavitation (Kracht, 1989). Bertram

(2012, p. 271) provided offsets of two main HSVA profiles, i.e. HSVA MP71-20 and HSVA MP73-20. Thieme (1965)

and Brix (1993) presented hydrodynamic characteristics of the HSVA profiles in detail. According to Hollenbach and

Friesch (2007), high-lift HSVA profiles may reduce the rudder area and achieve 1% fuel saving.

3.4. IFS

IFS profiles were developed to achieve a steep lift curve slope, a large stall angle, and a high maximum lift

coefficient by Institute für Schiffbau, Hamburg, Germany, as shown in Figure 4. Bertram (2012, p. 271) showed the
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offsets of three main IFS profiles, i.e. IFS58-TR 15, IFS61-TR 25 and IFS62-TR 25. Thieme (1965) presented wind

tunnel tests of the IFS profiles. Compared to the HSVA profiles, IFS profiles may generate slightly more lift, induce

more drag, and suffer less cavitation (Bertram, 2012, p. 297).

3.5. Fishtail

Fishtail profiles (Figure 4), also know as Schilling rudders (Schilling, 1963; Schilling and Rathert, 1978), are

normally developed based on conventional NACA, HSVA, and IFS profiles with trailing tails. The concave part, where

the original profile connects with the tail, is smoothed to have a better pressure distribution that delays stalling. Fishtail

rudders can effectively generate lift improving the ship manoeuvrability. Therefore, they are frequently used on inland

vessels. Van Nguyen and Ikeda (2013, 2014a) developed high-lift fishtail profiles by optimising the maximum rudder

thickness and the trailing edge thickness. Hasegawa et al. (2006c) and Nagarajan et al. (2008) discussed the superiority

of the fishtail rudder to the conventional Mariner rudder of course-keeping ability in windy conditions. However, very

few studies have examined the fishtail profiles by experimental tests. In addition, offsets of the fishtail profiles are

commonly not publicly available.

3.6. Wedge tail

Wedge-tail profiles are simplified fishtail profiles (Figure 4), which normally have a sharp concave point. Van

Nguyen and Ikeda (2014b) indicated that wedge-tail rudder hydrodynamic characteristics are related to the size of

the tail and the rudder thickness. Additionally, a wedge-tail rudder may be more efficient than a fishtail rudder with

the same maximum thickness and trailing edge (Van Nguyen and Ikeda, 2014b). Through CFD simulations, Liu and

Hekkenberg (2015) presented that the tested wedge-tail profiles can generate more lift than the tested flat-plate and

NACA profiles with additional drag.

3.7. Flapped

Flapped profiles have a moveable flap which changes the profile camber (Figure 4). Therefore, flapped profiles can

improve ship manoeuvring performance without affecting its cruising characteristics. The disadvantages of flapped

rudders are large hinge moments, high mechanical complexity, and potential maintenance difficulties (Oppenheim,

1974). Two main properties of a flapped rudder are the flap-linkage ratio (the flap angle relative to the rudder chord

line divided by the applied rudder angle) and the flap-area ratio (the sectional area of the flap divided by the total

sectional area). Olson (1955) indicated that an increase in either the flap-linkage ratio or the flap-area ratio increases

the lift coefficient, reduces the rudder efficiency, and shifts the centre of pressure to the rear in ahead condition while

for the astern condition, the lift coefficient is decreased.

Bertram (2012, p. 284) described that flapped rudders may provide a much higher lift curve slope and 60 % to 70 %

higher maximum lift compared to a conventional rudder of the same shape, size, and area. Olson (1955) reported a
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30% flap NACA 0018 profile using a 1.5 flap-linkage ratio can generate 50% higher lift than an all-moveable rudder of

equal area. Kerwin et al. (1972a,b), Kerwin et al. (1974), and Oppenheim (1974) indicated that a 20% flap NACA 66

profile may achieve 59% higher lift than the original NACA 66 profile. Kerwin et al. (1972a) showed that the drag

coefficient at zero lift increases with the flap size. Kerwin et al. (1972a) concluded that even a small flap can largely

increase the maximum lift coefficient. Additionally, the size of the flap in a range of 20 % to 50 % of the total rudder

area does not much influence the maximum lift coefficient (Kerwin et al., 1972a).

However, the increase in maximum lift is achieved at the expense of a large increase in the drag and the hinge

moment (Kerwin et al., 1972a,b). The flap balance may reduce the flap moment but it also significantly reduces

the rudder induced side force (Kerwin et al., 1974). Thus, Kerwin et al. (1974) suggested that a rudder with small,

unbalanced flap might achieve a balance of the improvement over the all-moveable rudder and the practical structural

requirement. Champlain (1971) analysed the effects of the flap gap (the distance between the trailing edge of the skeg

and the leading edge of the flap with zero flap deflection) on rudder hydrodynamic characteristics indicating that a

larger open gap may achieve a better overall performance.

3.8. Recommendations for industry practices in the selection of the rudder profile

Through the previous reviews, it is clear that different rudder profiles have different hydrodynamic characteristics

in the lift and drag coefficients, the slope of the lift curve, the stall angle, and the lift to drag ratio. Thieme (1965)

and Molland and Turnock (2007) further compared the performance of various rudder profiles. Liu et al. (2015,

2016) proposed regression formulas to estimate the rudder normal force of different rudder profiles and analysed their

impacts on ship manoeuvrability. These differences in the characteristics of the profile should be carefully considered

in the rudder design. Furthermore, it is recommended to make a uniform definition of the shapes of wedge-tail and

fishtail profiles to make research outcomes easier to verify and to expand upon the existing research. In general, the

choice of the rudder profile depends on ship particulars, operational requirements of manoeuvring performance, and

fuel conservation.

For seagoing ships which sail long distance and commonly have tug assistance for hard manoeuvring in the port

area, the efficiency of the rudder may have a higher priority than the effectiveness. Thus, on the prerequisite of

sufficient rudder force for course keeping and manoeuvring, highly efficient profiles are suggested, such as NACA,

HSVA, and IFS. For ships mainly sail in constrained waterways like inland vessels, the effectiveness of the rudder is

more crucial than efficiency. Therefore, high-lift profiles, including fishtail, wedge-tail, and flapped, are proposed.

When the applicable rudder area is limited due to ship draught or water depth, high-lift profiles are also favourable.

In the case of working boats like tugs, where the manoeuvrability of the ship is the key, the effectiveness can be

the primary concern while the efficiency can be sacrificed. All things considered, lift is nearly always gained at the

expense of drag. A wise decision of the rudder profile should coincide with the objective of the design of the ship.
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4. Rudder properties

After a decision of the profile, detail rudder design of properties should be considered. Avoiding ambiguity, the

rudder properties discussed in this paper are illustrated in Figure 5. These properties affect the rudder hydrodynamic

characteristics and determine the effectiveness and the efficiency of the rudder. Main properties discussed in the

following sections are area, thickness, span, chord, and aspect ratios. Sweep angles, taper ratios, and tip shape have

relatively small influences on the rudder hydrodynamic characteristics (Molland and Turnock, 2007), therefore, they

are briefly introduced here.

Root chord

Stock

Span

Tip chord

Root profile

Mean chord

Sweep angle

1/4 Chord line

Ω

Centre of pressure

Thickness

Figure 5: Rudder property terminology. Adapted from Molland and Turnock (2007, p. 72)

The sweep angle slightly affects the maximum lift coefficient and the stall angle (Molland and Turnock, 2002,

p. 79). An increase in the taper ratio leads to an increase in the lift curve slope, the maximum lift coefficient, and

the stall angle (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 90). A faired tip shape may reduce the minimum drag at a zero angle

of attack, but it decreases the stall angle by 2◦ to 3◦ (Whicker and Fehlner, 1958). Hoerner (1965) and Molland and

Turnock (2007) concluded that the square tip is better than the faired tip. Because the small advantage of the faired tip

in the reduction of drag at small rudder angles is gained at the expense of large hydrodynamic losses at large rudder

angles.

4.1. Area

The rudder area affects the amount of lift and drag induced by the rudder (Eq. 1). To generate the required

manoeuvring forces and moments, the rudder (one or more) should have sufficient total area. Multiple rudders are

applied when the area of a single rudder is not sufficient to turn the ship at the required rate. One reason why the

rudder cannot have the required area is because the draught of the ship is small, e.g. in the case of inland vessels.

However, a larger rudder area normally means larger rudder induced resistance.
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The rudder area (AR) or the total rudder area, if more than one rudder is applied, is commonly expressed as a ratio

of the ship underwater lateral area (LppT ), where Lpp is the ship length between perpendiculars and T is the fully

loaded ship draught. The value of AR/LppT is normally first estimated based on similar ships or empirical formulas,

and then optimised through iterations (Kim et al., 2012). Table 1 summaries the reference AR/LppT values found in

literature (China Classification Society, 2003; Barrass, 2004; Molland and Turnock, 2007; Kim et al., 2012). The

reference values in Table 1 indicate that ships which have high requirements of manoeuvrability, such as warships,

pilot vessels, tugs, and trawlers, need large rudder area.

Table 1: Reference ratios of the rudder area to the ship lateral area (AR/LppT ) for different ship types

Ship types AR/LppT [%]

Container ships 1.2 to 1.7 (Barrass, 2004, p. 88)

Passenger liners 1.2 to 1.7 (Barrass, 2004; Kim et al., 2012, p. 88)

General cargo ships 1.5 (Barrass, 2004, p. 88)

Single-propeller merchant ships 1.6 to 1.8 (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 189)

Twin-propeller merchant ships 1.6 to 2.2 (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 189)

Small cargo ship 1.7 to 2.3 (Kim et al., 2012)

Large cargo ship 2.0 to 2.8 (Kim et al., 2012)

Oil tankers and bulk carriers 2.0 (Barrass, 2004, p. 88)

Lake steamers 2.0 (Barrass, 2004, p. 88)

Cross channel ferries (RoRo ships) 2.0 to 3.0 (Barrass, 2004, p. 88)

Coastal vessels 2.0 to 3.3 (Barrass, 2004, p. 88)

Warships 2.4 to 2.8 (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 189)

Pilot vessels 2.5 to 4.0 (Barrass, 2004, p. 88)

Tugs 3.0 to 4.0 (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 189)

Trawlers 3.0 to 4.0 (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 189)

Inland cargo vessels in non-rapid stream segment 2.0 to 3.0 (China Classification Society, 2003, p. 11)

Inland cargo vessels in rapid stream segment 4.5 to 5.0 (China Classification Society, 2003, p. 11)

For rudders working directly behind propellers, Det Norske Veritas (2000) suggested that AR/LppT should not be

less than:

AR

LppT
= 0.01

1 + 50C2
B

(
B

Lpp

)2 , (3)
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where CB is the ship block coefficient and B is the ship beam. Additional 30% area should be added if the rudder does

not work directly behind a propeller (Det Norske Veritas, 2000). According to Shiba (1960), Molland and Turnock

(2007, p. 191) concluded that the rudder effectiveness (a decrease in ship turning diameter and transfer) improves with

an increase in the rudder area up to about AR/LppT = 0.025.

To ensure a quick response to helm for broad ships, Schneekluth and Bertram (1998, p. 62) advised relating the

rudder area to the ship midship section area (Am) and the rudder area should not be less than 12% of Am. To satisfy

a particular turning index, Clarke et al. (1983) reported that as CB increases the rudder area increases slightly while

as the ratio of the ship beam (B) to the ship length (Lpp) increases the rudder area increases significantly, especially

above B/T larger than 3.0. Thus, inland vessels which typically have larger block coefficients, much larger Lpp/B

ratios, and extremely much larger B/T ratios than seagoing ships (Quadvlieg, 2013) should carefully consider the size

of each rudder and the number of rudders to have sufficient total rudder area.

4.2. Thickness

The rudder thickness (TR), which is commonly expressed as a ratio of the rudder chord length as TR/CR, needs

to satisfy the structural needs considering the hydrodynamic characteristics. It affects the minimum drag, the stall

angle, and the maximum lift coefficient (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 92). Commonly, thinner profiles have higher

efficiency, i.e. a higher lift to drag ratio, than thicker profiles. Van Beek (2004) indicated that a slim rudder profile

may increase the propulsive efficiency by 1 % to 3 %. Liu et al. (2015, 2016) carried out CFD simulations of five

NACA profiles presenting that thinner NACA profiles are more effective and efficient than thicker NACA profiles.

Sometimes, a rudder may have span-wise different thickness, for instance, a thin profile at the tip and linearly increases

to a thick rudder profile at the root or vice verse. This configuration may provide a balance of the structural requirement

and the hydrodynamic efficiency.

4.3. Span and chord

The rudder span or rudder height (BR) is the distance between the rudder root and tip sections. Normally, the span

is expected to be as large as possible, which may ensure a large geometric rudder aspect ratio for high effectiveness

and efficiency. However, the span is commonly constrained by ship particulars (ship draught) and operational profiles

(water depth). From observation and experience, a normal value of the rudder span is around the size of the propeller

diameter. The rudder chord or length (CR) is the distance between the leading and trailing edges. The chord is

commonly determined according to the rudder area, the geometric aspect ratio, and the span. For unbalanced rudders,

a large chord is not favourable as it may put an excessive burden on the steering gear.
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4.4. Geometric and effective aspect ratios

Rudder aspect ratios have the most significant influence on rudder hydrodynamic characteristics (Molland and

Turnock, 2007, p. 89). It concerns two concepts: the geometrical aspect ratio (ΛG) and the effective aspect ratio (ΛE).

ΛG is commonly expressed as ΛG = BR/CR or ΛG = B2
R/AR. The effective aspect ratio (ΛE) is the actual aspect ratio

applied for hydrodynamic force calculation. In general, a rudder with a larger geometric aspect ratio can generate

larger lift and lower drag (Whicker and Fehlner, 1958). However, a small geometric aspect ratio may enhance the

manoeuvrability with a large stall angle (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 64). Confirmed by rudder manufactures, a

common range of geometric aspect ratios for seagoing ships is 1.5 to 3 while the common range of aspect ratios for

inland vessels is 1 to 2.

To compare the profile hydrodynamic characteristics, an infinite geometric aspect ratio, i.e. an infinite span,

is commonly assumed in experimental and numerical studies (Harris, 1981; Mccroskey, 1987). Such an approach

associates the hydrodynamics only with the properties of the 2D profile rather than the 3D shape of the rudder. Thus,

it is useful for investigating the profile drag, the pressure distribution, and the theoretical application (Molland and

Turnock, 2007, p. 41). In practice, the rudder has a finite span and a finite aspect ratio. A finite span has a downward

flow along and behind the rudder, which is the so-called downwash. This downwash is combined with the inflow

leading to a smaller effective angle of attack than the deflected rudder angle. Therefore, a small geometric aspect ratio

has a larger reduction of the effective rudder angle due to a larger downwash leading to a larger stall angle.

The effective aspect ratio (ΛE) is commonly estimated based on the geometric aspect ratio (ΛG) as ΛE = kΛΛG,

where kΛ is the ratio of ΛE to ΛG. When the rudder root is sufficiently close to a flat surface, such as a large end plate

or a flat hull, kΛ is close to 2 owing to the ideal image mirror effect (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 183). Considering

the gap effects, Brix (1993, p. 97) provided reference values of kΛ. Root and tip end plates may increase the effective

aspect ratio but also causes notable drag. From observation, seagoing ship rudders normally do not have end plates

while inland vessel rudders tend to have both root and tip plates to enlarge the effective aspect ratio.

4.5. Recommendations for practical selection of the rudder properties

Besides the rudder profile, the rudder properties specify how the rudder is shaped in three dimensions. The rudder

performance is the end product of all these properties. First of all, the total area should be sufficiently large as it is a

determinant factor of the amount of rudder force. The reference values of the total area are given in Table 1. When the

area of a single rudder is not sufficient, multiple-rudder configurations are recommended for inland vessels because of

the limited ship draught and seagoing ships due to the enlargement of the ship dimensions. In addition, the increase

in the total rudder area leads to an improvement in the ship manoeuvrability but makes the rudder induced resistance

larger. Therefore, for ships with large rudder area, the selection of the rudder profile becomes even more crucial as

discussed in the last section.
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As a general rule, thinner rudders have better hydrodynamic performance than thicker ones. The structural re-

quirement and the hydrodynamic performance have to be considered in coincidence in the determination of the rudder

thickness. With a prerequisite of the total rudder area, large span means short chord, furthermore, a large geometric

aspect ratio, which is desirable for both efficiency and effectiveness. The span, the chord, and the geometric aspect

ratio are commonly limited in a routine range, but the effective aspect ratio can be enlarged by adding end plates on

the tip and the root of the rudder. Yet, very few studies have examined the impacts of the shape and the size of the end

plates on the rudder hydrodynamics. As a summary, emphasising the ship manoeuvrability, large total rudder area,

small thickness, large span, short chord, large geometric and effective aspect ratios are recommended.

5. Rudder types

Conventionally, ships sail with a propeller and a rudder aft of the propeller, which is the so-called propeller-rudder

system (PRS). The PRS is regarded as a passive steering device and widely applied for nearly all ship types. A

PRS may have either a ducted propeller or an unducted propeller. The rudder in a PRS is classified based on two

aspects: the position of the stock (unbalanced, semi-balanced, or balanced) and the structural rudder-hull connection

(the number of pintles, without skeg, semi-skeg, or full-skeg). The choice of the rudder type depends on the ship type,

the ship main dimensions, the shape of the stern, and the require rudder size (Molland and Turnock, 2007, p. 13). This

section reviews four common rudder types, i.e. unbalanced, fully-balanced, spade, and semi-skeg, which are shown

in Figure 6.

Unbalanced Fully-balanced Spade Semi-skeg

Figure 6: Common rudder types in conventional propeller-rudder systems. Adapted from Molland and Turnock (2007, p. 15)

5.1. Unbalanced rudders

The unbalanced rudder has its stock at the leading edge making the entire area after the stock (Figure 6). The

steering gear has to provide all the rudder turning torque. It implies that this solution only works for the rudder with a

limited area, because otherwise the rudder cannot be steered properly. To compensate the large bending moment, an
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unbalanced rudder has two pintles on the tip and the root. This arrangement protects the rudder from damage even in

the case of grounding. Currently, unbalanced rudders are not widely used for modern ships. But they are still popular

for small crafts and fishing vessels as the unbalanced rudders are easy and cheap to produce (Bertram, 2012, p. 282).

5.2. Fully-balanced rudders

The fully-balanced rudders or more commonly named as the balanced rudder has its rudder stocks at 20 % to 40 %

chord length from the leading edge (Figure 6). The water force acting on the aft part of the rudder is partially or, at

some rudder angles, completely compensated by the force acting on the forward part of the rudder. Therefore, the

rudder turning torque and required capacity of the steering gear for the fully-balanced rudder are far less than that for

the unbalanced rudder. Since the action point of the force changes with the applied rudder angle, it is not feasible to

maintain the balance over a complete range of rudder angles. Fully-balanced rudders have been extensively applied

to single-propeller merchant ships and gradually superseded by semi-balanced skeg rudders (Molland and Turnock,

2007, p. 14).

5.3. Spade rudders

The spade rudder is a kind of balanced rudders with a taper ratio (Figure 6), i.e. the ratio of the root chord to the tip

chord. Rudders with large taper ratios may reduce the rudder drag or even generate thrust (Carlton et al., 2009). Due

to the large bending moment, the spade rudder commonly requires a large stock diameter and large rudder thickness.

According to Bertram (2012, p. 283), spade rudders are not feasible if the required stock diameter is larger than 1 m.

Like balanced rudders, spade rudders require less energy than unbalanced rudders. Therefore, the investment cost of

motors and actuators are reduced. Meanwhile, the fuel consumed by the steering gear is lower.

According to Bertram (2012, p. 272), spade rudders are more favourable than unbalanced or fully balanced rud-

ders. From the hydrodynamic and cavitation points of view, spade rudders are better than semi-skeg rudders. At an

optimum relative position to the propeller (about 30 % to 35 % of the propeller diameter), a spade rudder shows about

1.6% gain of power against the semi-skeg rudder (Minchev et al., 2013). Unlike semi-skeg or full-skeg rudders, spade

rudders do not have gap cavitation, thereby reducing the time and cost for maintenance. Nowadays, spade rudders are

widely applied for all ship types.

5.4. Semi-skeg rudders

The semi-skeg rudder, also called the horn rudder, or the Mariner rudder, is a kind of semi-balanced rudder, i.e.

unbalanced root part with skeg and balanced tip part without skeg (Figure 6). The location of the pintle is supposed

to be in the vicinity of the centre of pressure affecting the response and torque characteristics of the rudder. The horn

provides structural support for the span-wise bearing moment making a large rudder area possible. In addition, the
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semi-skeg rudder requires less turning torque than the unbalanced rudder and has less bending moment than the spade

rudder. Nowadays, the semi-skeg rudder tends to be favourable for new built large ships, for instance, Very Large

Container Ships (VLCS), despite the hydrodynamic advantages of the spade rudder (Lübke, 2009).

Through series of free-stream wind-tunnel tests, Molland (1977, 1978) found that a semi-skeg rudder has a little

smaller maximum lift, a smaller lift to drag ratio, and a significantly smaller lift curve slope than an all-moveable

rudder of the same size. Thus, the semi-skeg rudder is less effective than the spade rudder for manoeuvring (Bertram,

2012, p. 283). These changes in lift and drag coefficients are mainly caused by the rudder horn. Even though the

rudder horn itself does not incline, it still significantly affects the lift and the total drag of the rudder (Lübke, 2009).

5.5. Recommendations of the decision in the rudder type

As a summary, conventional propeller-rudder systems still hold a dominant position on merchant ships. Even

though active steering devices have been developing rapidly for offshore engineering, the conventional rudders can

still provide extraordinary performance regarding bollard pull, response times, and cruise behaviour (Lehmann, 2012).

Following consideration of the rudder type, spade rudders and semi-skeg rudders are primarily contemporary design

choices. From the perspective of hydrodynamics, spade rudders are better than semi-skeg rudders for ship manoeu-

vrability and fuel consumption. Thus, it is proposed to take the spade rudder as a first choice. However, the area of a

spade rudder is limited due to high bending moment. Therefore, semi-skeg rudders are recommended for large ships

which require a large rudder area.

6. Interactions among the hull, the propeller, and the rudder

The propeller accelerates and rotates the wake of the hull to the rudder. The rudder works in the propeller slip-

stream, inducing manoeuvring forces and moments. The upstream propeller affects the rudder induced manoeuvring

force while the presence of the rudder influences the propeller generated thrust and the required torque (Turnock,

1993). These interactions affect the total effectiveness and efficiency of the ship (Minchev et al., 2013). This section

discusses the interactions among the hull, the propeller, and the rudder in four aspects: the flow straightening effect,

the propeller slipstream, the relative position of the propeller and the rudder, and the multiple rudders.

6.1. Flow straightening effect

When the ship is drifting at certain drift angle (β), the effective rudder angle (αR) decreases. However, the hull

straightens the inflow into the propeller-rudder system recovering the loss of the effective rudder angle. Figure 7

illustrates the terminology applied in the flow straightening effect.

The relationship of the terminology is as follows:
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Figure 7: Flow straightening terminology. Adapted from Molland and Turnock (1995a); Badoe et al. (2015)

δ = α + βR = αR + α0 = αR + γRβR, (4)

where δ is the rudder angle relative to the ship centreline, α is the geometric rudder angle, α0 is the incidence for zero

lift, βR is the drift angle at the position of the rudder which is larger than the ship drift angle β, and γR is the flow

straightening factor. γR depends on the form of the hull body, the drift angle, and the propeller working load (Molland

and Turnock, 2002). The magnitude of the drift angle effect on the rudder performance depends on the advance ratio

or propeller working load. A lower advance ratio leads to a higher propeller working load and more significant flow

straightening influence. The drift angle shifts but does not greatly change the shape of the rudder force coefficient

curve (Molland and Turnock, 1995b).

6.2. Propeller slipstream

The propeller advance ratio (JP), which expresses the speed of the propeller slipstream compared to the ship

velocity, is calculated as follows:

JP =
VP

nPDP
, (5)

where VP is the propeller advance speed, nP is the propeller resolution, DP is the propeller diameter. A high JP (low

or zero propeller thrust) indicates that the rudder performance depends on the hull, the free surface, and the ship

yaw angle while a low J (high propeller thrust) indicates the rudder induced forces is determined by the propeller

slipstream (Turnock, 1993). The propeller working load KT /J2
P forms the speed and the pressure distribution of the

propeller slipstream. An increase in the propeller working load increases the rudder induced side force while delays
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the stall angle (Molland and Turnock, 1991, 1993a; Turnock, 1993). Meanwhile, the presence of a rudder behind the

propeller increases the propeller working load (Simonsen, 2000, p. 155).

Rudder hydrodynamic characteristics tested in open water are different from those tested in the propeller slip-

stream. Oppenheim (1974) found that the lift curve slope, the maximum lift coefficient, the stall angle, and the drag

coefficient increase when the rudder is tested in the propeller slipstream. For spade rudders, Nienhuis (1987) showed

that the stall angle is significantly delayed in the propeller slipstream but the slope of the lift curve is not much af-

fected. Kerwin et al. (1974) compared the rudder hydrodynamics of a 20% flap rudder in propeller slipstream and

uniform flow indicating that the rudder lift curve slope is increased by about 25%.

6.3. Relative positions of the propeller and the rudder

The relative positions of the propeller and the rudder are described by longitudinal (xPR), lateral (yPR), and vertical

(zPR) separations. The relative positions determine the proportion of the rudder area in the propeller slipstream,

which in fact influences the rudder induced side force (Molland and Turnock, 1991). Stierman (1989a,b) indicated the

dominant impact factors considering the propeller-rudder interaction are the propeller pitch ratio, the rudder thickness,

and the longitudinal propeller-rudder separation.

The longitudinal separation (xPR) is the distance between the rudder stock and the propeller rotating plane. It de-

termines the diameter and the velocity distribution within it of the propeller slipstream arriving at the rudder (Turnock,

1993). According to Molland and Turnock (1991), xPR has little impacts on the rudder side force. Oppenheim (1974)

concluded that the steady forces on the rudder are completely independent of xPR in the range of 0.5 DP to 1.0 DP.

xPR also affects the rudder induced resistance. Under some extraordinary conditions, the rudder may generate thrust

reducing the overall resistance of the ship (Carlton et al., 2009). At various ship speeds, Reichel (2009) tested six rud-

ders at xPR of 0.59 DP, 0.65 DP and 0.71 DP and concluded that the best rudder location is the closest to the propeller.

Minchev et al. (2013) tested spade and semi-skeg rudders at xPR of 0.456 DP, 0.371 DP and 0.272 DP and showed that

the optimum xPR for a single-propeller single-rudder bulk carrier could be in the range of 0.30 DP to 0.35 DP.

The lateral separation (yPR) is the distance between the rudder stock and the propeller shaft. When the number

of propellers and the number of rudders are the same, the rudder central plane commonly aligns with the propeller

shaft. A change in yPR leads to a shift in the rudder incidence for zero lift while the hydrodynamic characteristics

are not greatly affected (Molland and Turnock, 1992, 1993b; Turnock, 1993; Molland et al., 1995; Jurgens, 2005).

In addition, this shift increases with an increase in the propeller working load (Molland et al., 1995). The vertical

separation (zPR) is the distance between the rudder tip and the propeller shaft. A change of zPR alters the proportion

of the rudder span in the propeller slipstream leading to a shift in the incidence of zero lift. In general, the vertical

separation has relative small influences on the rudder performance.

Both experimental and numerical methods have been applied for the studies on the propeller and the rudder.
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Turnock (1990) described a wind-tunnel test rig for the propeller-rudder interaction effect. This test rig has been

successively applied for experimental tests (Molland and Turnock, 1991, 1992, 1993a,b, 1995b; Molland et al., 1995;

Molland and Turnock, 2002). Shen et al. (1997b), Felli et al. (2009), Felli and Falchi (2011), and Pecoraro et al.

(2015) carried out Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) measurements. Turnock and Wright (2000), Laurens (2003),

Lee and Fujino (2003), Natarajan (2003), Phillips et al. (2010), Caldas et al. (2011), Di Mascio et al. (2015), and

Badoe et al. (2015) presented CFD studies on the propeller-rudder interactions. Stuck et al. (2004) performed an

evaluation of the RANS method for predication of steady rudder performance. In addition, the rapid development of

CFD provides new possibles of full-scale tests avoiding the challenge of scaling Re as mentioned in Section 2.

6.4. Multiple rudders

When multiple rudders are applied, the interaction among the rudders should be considered. Multiple-rudder

ships may have different starboard-side and port-side manoeuvring behaviours. The asymmetrical behaviours are

notable for single-propeller twin-rudder ships (Hamamoto and Enomoto, 1997; Hasegawa et al., 2006b; Nagarajan

et al., 2009; Di Mascio et al., 2011; Kang et al., 2011; Broglia et al., 2013). According to Yoshimura and Sakurai

(1989), hydrodynamic characteristics of a twin-propeller twin-rudder are not so much different from those of a single-

propeller single-rudder ship. Quite a few studies have been done for twin-propeller twin-rudder ships (Yoshimura and

Sakurai, 1989; Lee et al., 2003; Yoo et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2007; Kang and Hasegawa, 2007; Khanfir et al., 2008,

2009; Tabaczek, 2010; Khanfir et al., 2011; Dubbioso and Viviani, 2012; Coraddu et al., 2013; Bonci et al., 2015;

Dubbioso et al., 2015). Additionally, the hydrodynamic characteristics of each rudder in twin-rudder configurations

is also affected by the interaction between the rudders (Gim, 2013; Liu and Hekkenberg, 2015).

For twin-rudder ships, the distance between the rudder stocks and the coupling of the rudder angles may have

significant impacts on ship manoeuvrability. By setting both rudders outwards at 75◦, covering the gap between the

leading edges, a twin-rudder ship may reduce the stopping distance by 50% compared to a conventional reverse engine

stopping (Baudu, 2014, p. 41). These outward rudder angles are called clam shell angles as shown by Hamamoto and

Enomoto (1997) and discussed by Hasegawa et al. (2006a). Hamamoto and Enomoto (1997) proposed analytical

formulas of the ship forward speed drop, the stopping time, and the stopping distance when a ship stops with the

clam shell angles. Although the above studies invested the manoeuvrability of some twin-rudder seagoing ships, no

reference in the literature described the manoeuvring performance of multiple-rudder inland vessels. In fact, inland

vessels are more commonly equip twin rudders or even quadruple rudders than seagoing ships.

6.5. Recommendations for further research on the hull-propeller-rudder interactions

As a rule, the interactions among the hull, the propeller, and the rudder affect the rudder hydrodynamic charac-

teristics. The flow straightening effect influences the effective rudder angle, which is important for the calculation of
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the rudder induced force in manoeuvring simulations. However, in the existing literature, the flow straightening factor

is primarily determined by model tests. More research is needed to better understand the roles of the impact factors

on the flow straightening effect. Furthermore, it is proposed to generate regression formulas of the flow straightening

factor through series of benchmark tests.

The propeller slipstream mainly delays the stall angle. It may maintain or change the slope of the lift curve

depending on the working load of the propeller. Further research in this field would be of great help in manoeuvring

simulations. The relative position of the propeller and the rudder influences the performance of both the propeller

and the rudder. With extra consideration of cavitation, it is recommended to put the rudder as close as possible to the

propeller. Moreover, interaction among multiple rudders requires further study, which is particularly meaningful for

inland vessels.

Last but not least, both experimental and numerical methods are applicable for studies on the propeller and the

rudder, which provide lots of possibilities for the further research. It is recommended to use numerical methods for

primary studies and apply experimental tests as a final check. Additionally, benchmark experimental tests are needed

for the validation of the numerical methods.

7. Rudder performance

Good performance in ship manoeuvrability, fuel consumption, and cavitation is the goal of the rudder design.

Above all, rudders should be capable of inducing sufficient manoeuvring force to ensure the navigations safety, es-

pecially for ships which frequently sail in constrained waterways or severe conditions. The rudder should also be

efficient, which means minimum drag at the required lift. Last but not least, the cavitation performance should be

considered to reduce the time and cost of maintenance and repairs.

7.1. Ship manoeuvrability

The rudder effectiveness in ship manoeuvrability is commonly evaluated by the amount of the rudder induced side

force (YR), which is the component of the rudder resultant force normal to the ship centreline (Brix, 1993, p. 96). YR

can be calculated as follows:

YR = 0.5ρV2
RARCYR, (6)

where CYR is the rudder side force coefficient and is normally estimated based on the gradient of the side force

coefficient CYRα as CYR = αCYRα . Furthermore, CYRα becomes available from experimental results or empirical

formulas as follows:
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CYRα =
1.8πΛE√

Λ2
E + 4 + 1.8

, by Mandel (1967); (7)

CYRα =
2πΛE(ΛE + 1)

(ΛE + 2)2 , by Söding (1982). (8)

More frequently, the rudder side force is calculated by the rudder normal force (NR), neglecting the rudder tan-

gential force (TR) (Kijima et al., 1990; Yasukawa and Yoshimura, 2014) as follows:

YR = −(1 + aH)NR cos δ, (9)

where aH is the rudder force increase factor due to the hull. The rudder normal force (NR) is expressed as:

NR = 0.5ρV2
RAR fα sinα, (10)

where fα sinα stands for the rudder normal force coefficient (CN). According to Fujii (1960) and Fujii and Tsuda

(1961, 1962), fα is commonly estimated as follows:

fα =
6.13ΛG

ΛG + 2.25
. (11)

However, Eq. 11 does not account the effects of the rudder profile and the number of rudders on the rudder

hydrodynamic coefficients. Considering the characteristics of the rudder profile, Liu et al. (2015, 2016) proposed

regression formulas for the normal force coefficients of various profiles based on CFD results. Furthermore, Liu and

Hekkenberg (2015) showed that each rudder of a twin-rudder configuration has different hydrodynamic coefficients.

Motoki et al. (2015) discussed the effects of the rudder horn and the propeller vortex on manoeuvring simulations.

According to Bertram (2012, p. 272), the rudder effectiveness can be improved through the following methods:

• Increase the percentage of the rudder surface in the propeller slipstream.

• Increase the total rudder area.

• Apply more suitable rudder types (e.g. the spade rudder instead of the semi-skeg rudder).

• Apply more powerful rudder engines allowing larger rudder angles than the customary maximum rudder angle

of 35◦.

• Higher rudder turning speed.
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7.2. Fuel consumption

A rudder may increase about 1% total resistance in the neutral position and 2 % to 6 % total resistance at moderate

angles (Alte and Baur, 1986). Aiming to cut CO2 emissions, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) requires

that all ships larger than 400 gross tonnage reduce Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) by up to 30% after 2025

(International Maritime Organization, 2011, 2012). To achieve such a goal, more efficient rudders, which can induce

sufficient lift with minimum drag, are helpful. Furthermore, minimised rudder torque can also reduce the fuel con-

sumed by the steering gear. In general, 2 % to 8 % saving can be achieved by optimising the rudder in profiles and

types (Hochkirch and Bertram, 2010).

Hochkirch and Bertram (2010) pointed out that the rudder has an underestimated potential for fuel reduction, for

instance, reducing the rudder size (weight and resistance) by improving the rudder profile or changing to an efficient

flapped rudder. Lehmann (2007) summarised that an efficient rudder system should have a slim and low drag rudder

profile, generate high lift at small rudder angles, have a smooth surface, be tuned with the propeller, be light weighted,

and be easy to maintain. Hollenbach and Friesch (2007) listed the possible maximum gains of fuel reduction by

optimising the arrangement and shape of the propeller-rudder system. For instance, highly efficient rudders may

increase the propulsive efficiency by 6% (Hollenbach and Friesch, 2007).

Lehmann (2007) suggested optimising the propeller-rudder system and reducing the rudder weight to save fuel.

Lehmann (2007) indicated that it is important to integrate rudders with propeller and hull form design. Van Beek

(2004); Lehmann (2007) applied a torpedo shaped bulb on the rudder as a streamlined continuation of the propeller

hub. Similarly, Hollenbach and Reinholz (2011) found that rudders with a rudder bulb require 4% less power than the

standard rudder. Sarasquete et al. (2012) showed a 12% reduction of power demand for a fishing vessel by modifying

the propeller hub and rudder shapes.

Reducing unnecessary drag due to rotating incidence flow, a twisted rudder may enhance the overall propulsive

efficiency. Commonly for a clockwise rotating propeller, the leading edge above the shaft centre is twisted port and

below the shaft is twisted starboard. A twisted rudder with a bulb may have 4% less fuel consumption (Hollenbach

and Friesch, 2007). Kim et al. (2014) reported that a Z-twisted rudder, which has a Z-shape leading edge, with and

without a fin may reduce the fuel consumption by 2.35% and 2.95%, respectively. Due to a decrease in the effective

angle of attack, the lift and drag of the twisted rudder may be smaller than the common spade rudder (Kim et al.,

2014). Yang et al. (2015) further studied the rudder force of a twisted rudder.

7.3. Rudder cavitation

Rudders are placed in high-speed propeller slipstream. Cavitation happens when the pressure in the flow is as

low as the water vapour pressure. Brennen (1995, Section 3.6) explained that the cavitation damage is caused by the

repetition of cavitation bubble collapse in the vicinity of a solid surface. This collapse generates highly localised and
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transient surface stresses, which causes local surface fatigue failure and eventually develops to erosion. Due to repair

or replacement of the eroded rudder, maintenance cost increases and operational time decreases (Shen et al., 1997a).

Meanwhile, the cavitation also causes an increase in drag, hull vibration, and radiated noise (Shen et al., 1997a).

The enlargement of ships and the increase in ship speed lead to higher speed and lower pressure in the propeller

slipstream. The rudder cavitation has become more and more serious (Han et al., 2001; Ahn et al., 2012). As the

service speed tends to be decreased to save fuel and meet the EEDI requirements (Hollenbach and Friesch, 2007;

Lehmann, 2007; Hochkirch and Bertram, 2010). The cavitation may become less significant in the future. As Rhee

et al. (2010) showed, Figure 8 illustrates the typical areas of cavitation damage on a semi-skeg rudder. The damages

are mainly due to the high speed near the horn and pintle section gaps, the propeller tip and hub vortex, and the

propeller sheet.

Sheet or bubble

Horn section gap

Propeller tip vortex

Pintle section gap

Sole

Propeller hub vortex

Figure 8: Typical areas of cavitation damage on a semi-skeg rudder. Adapted from (Rhee et al., 2010)

Cavitation causes cavity drag. The cavity drag increases sharply with an increase in ship speed (Shen et al.,

1997a). Thus, a reduction of ship resistance is expected if the rudder can be operated without cavitation, especially

for high-speed vessels. Lübke (2009) showed that cavitation effects cause a 10% decrease in lift and a 20% increase

in drag. According to Shen et al. (1997b), Mewis and Klug (2004), and Ahn et al. (2012), twisted spade rudders can

reduce the cavitation and improve the propulsion efficiency. Ahn et al. (2012) reported an X-Twisted rudder which

can reduce the rudder cavitation and improve the overall manoeuvrability.

7.4. Recommendations for improvements of the rudder performance

As reviewed in the previous sections, the rudder performance can be roughly judged in three aspects: ship ma-

noeuvrability that relates to navigation safety, fuel consumption that affects transport efficiency, and rudder cavitation
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that determines operation and maintenance cost. The keys to improving the effectiveness of the rudder in ship ma-

noeuvrability are increasing the rudder inflow velocity or the percentage of the rudder area in the propeller slipstream,

enlarging the total rudder area, and improving the rudder hydrodynamic characteristics by changing the profile, the

property, and the type. However, the improvement in the ship manoeuvrability commonly comes at the expense of

extra rudder induced resistance. Future research should, therefore, concentrate on the investigation of energy saving

methods of the rudders such as the twisted rudders and the energy saving bulbs. Considering the cavitation, whole-

body profiles and types like the spade rudder with a NACA profile have advantages over the separated ones like the

semi-skeg rudder with a flapped profile. Even though for common commercial ships, the effectiveness and efficiency

of the rudder get higher priority than the cavitation in the design process, a final check of the rudder performance in

the cavitation cannot be neglected.

8. Conclusions

Rudders are important for ship course keeping and manoeuvring. A good rudder should be effective in ma-

noeuvring force generation ensuring ship navigation safety. Considering fuel consumption, the rudder should also

be efficient, i.e. induce minimum resistance with sufficient manoeuvring force. Furthermore, the cavitation perfor-

mance should be considered to reduce the potential maintenance cost and reduction in operational time. Besides the

facts that active steering devices are increasingly applied in offshore engineering and special vessels, conventional

propeller-rudder systems are still the main steering devices.

Rudder hydrodynamics (lift and drag coefficients) are closely related to the working conditions (Reynolds numbers

and angles of attack). Thus, in the application of model-scale results, which are commonly obtained in different

conditions from reality, to full-scale ships, extra corrections should be taken. Furthermore, practical operational

profiles should be considered in rudder design. The rudder type affects the rudder performance and depends on the

practical requirements of size and structure. Spade and semi-skeg rudders are the main contemporary choices. Spade

rudders are better in the hydrodynamic and cavitation performance than semi-skeg rudders while semi-skeg rudders

are superior in bending moment and turning torque to spade rudders.

Rudder profiles largely affect the rudder hydrodynamic characteristics. High-lift profiles, such as wedge-tail,

fishtail, and flapped profiles, improve the rudder effectiveness while cause additional drag. However, very few studies

have examined the high-lift profiles and their impacts on ship manoeuvrability. NACA, HSVA, and IFS profiles are

highly efficient and thus suggested for large seagoing ships. Furthermore, principle rudder properties are the rudder

area and the rudder aspect ratios, which determine the magnitude of the rudder force. Sufficient rudder area should be

ensured. When the area of a rudder is limited, multiple rudders are suggested. Yet, few studies have been carried out

on the interactions between the rudders. Considerably more work will need to be done to determine proper interaction
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factors among the hull, the propeller, and the rudder for manoeuvring simulations. Additionally, a large effective

aspect ratio is desired for high effectiveness and efficiency.

Rudder performances in ship manoeuvrability, fuel consumption, and cavitation are the principle criteria to eval-

uate a rudder design. In general, spade rudders with efficient profiles are suggested for seagoing vessels, which sail

long distance and have assistance when hard manoeuvres are needed. For inland vessels which sail independently,

multiple spade rudders with high-lift profiles are recommended as they are highly effective and structurally strong.

Further research is proposed on high-lift rudder profiles, multiple-rudder configurations, and interactions among the

hull, the propeller, and the rudder.
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